2. Cut the page in half and fold along the dotted line.
3. Put the pages in order and staple them together.

I can write the letter I!

iron

icicle
ice cream

island

igloo

iguana
I can write the letter J!

J

j

My First ABC

book

J

j
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gelephysh

jam
jacket

jump

jeans

jeep
I can write the letter K!

kitten

key
kangaroo

koala

king

kite
I can write the letter L!

1

2

leg

ladybug
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ladder
lamb
lion
leaf
I can write the letter M!

M

M
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moon

mom
milk

mouse

money

monkey
I can write the letter N!

N

N

net

necklace
nail

nose

needle

nest
I can write the letter O!

O

O

MY FIRST ABC

O

book

owl

octopus
oar

ox

onion

orange
I can write the letter P!

P

P

pig

pen
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